[Intracellular structures of influenza virus].
The intracellular influenza virus-containing structures involved in RNA synthesis in the cytoplasm and in the nucleoplasm of infected chicken fibroblasts were studied. Two approaches were used: (1) short pulse labeling of infected cell with [3H]uridine; (2) determination in vitro of polymerase activity of intracellular virus-specific structures. Both methods revealed functionally active virus-specific structures in the nucleoplasm and showed that a functionally active virus-specific structure was localized in the nucleoplasm of infected cells. This structure contained proteins of the viral ribonucleoprotein, but sedimented somewhat faster (at 60--90S in velocity sucrose and glycerol gradients). Meanwhile, polymerase-containing structures in the cytoplasm of infected cells sedimented in the position of viral ribonucleoproteins (25--60S).